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 After all, the era of the mythical game is in the past. As one of the most exciting action games in the gaming industry, for the
ultra HD version of the game Ogameon releases the excellent Snow Blade style, UI is improved for a more intuitive game play.
Among several of such as Da Vinci’s Note – Miracle Worker, Gemstone, Puella Magi Madoka Magica and so on, the game is a
definite must-have for a gamer that aims to find the best video game experience! Snow Blade HD (Snow Blade The Legend in

Ultra HD) include several of new features! You are a Natsu, a savior of the lost souls. You are charged with this mission to save
the lost soul and help them in their final resting place, and this begins with the snow on the island in the middle of the sea. As a

hero of the blue sky Natsu, you must pass the tests and get deep into the forests on the island and through the snowfalls and
mountains. Snow Blade HD (Snow Blade The Legend in Ultra HD) HD includes numerous new features! A new feature, “Natsu

Showdown”, a challenge that can only be done by the hero Natsu that shows the high-speed snow car action. Challenge high
speed snow car with Natsu. Natsu Showdown puts you through the snow of the slopes, it is a challenge that can only be done by

Natsu! “Collection of the winter tree”. Now Natsu can collect the Christmas decoration when winter comes. Collect the
Christmas tree to show your generosity and chivalrous spirit. The Crystal Viewer has been improved to show the item of the
crystal in a wider screen. Now, the old relics of the Natsu may be upgraded! “Holiday”, a new feature, has been added to the
upgraded Natsu can be collected. Collect the precious Christmas relic! Playable characters. With the Snow Blade in HD, the

number of playable characters has been increased to 34! New playable characters include: Miyamoto: The famous hero Natsu is
now available. Momotaro: The loyal monkey-cat that loves Natsu. The dragon: The great blue dragon has appeared. Celestial

maiden: The maiden of the clouds. The Ghost 82157476af
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